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PRESENTATION

“Media Watch on Hate Speech” study, which has been conducted by Hrant Dink Foundation since 2009, aims to contribute to efforts of combating racism and discrimination in Turkey. Considering the civilian oversight on the media, which is one of the most important means for producing and reproducing racism, discrimination and othering, the specific goal of this study is to strengthen media’s respect for human rights and differences, draw attention to discriminatory language and hate speech against people and groups who are targeted on the basis of the certain characteristics of their identity, and thereby raise awareness.

As part of the project carried out by the Foundation in order to achieve these goals, the national and local press are scanned, news reports and columns that feature discriminatory, alienating and targeting discourse are identified and analyzed. All data are brought to public attention through www.nefretsoylemi.org, social media accounts and periodic reports issued every four months.

Discriminatory discourse thematic reports were added to this systematic watch on hate speech project as of 2013. Focusing on a specific theme within the respective four-month period, an appropriate research method is determined and a discriminatory discourse analysis is performed for each subject. The aim of these analyses is to analyse discourse that was formulated more subtly, which covertly convey discriminatory or alienating messages. Themes of the reports focusing on discriminatory discourse published so far are as follows: Black Sea visit of the representatives of Peace and Democracy Party (BDP) and People’s Democratic Congress (HDK), first week of the Gezi Park events, Discriminatory discourse against Alevis, April 24 Armenian Genocide Remembrance day in media one year before the 100th year, Discriminatory discourse against Jews following Israel’s Gaza operation and Discriminatory discourse against Syrian immigrants in print media and April 24 Armenian Genocide remembrance day in press between 1995 and 2015.¹

Media’s coverage of the conflict between Azerbaijan and Armenia that started towards morning on April 2 along Karabakh border is covered in this report, which focuses on discriminatory discourse in the first four-month period of 2016. The report was issued by Hrant Dink Foundation and Imagine Center for Conflict Transformation with the financial support of Friedrich Naumann Foundation and MyMedia/Niras.

¹ All published reports are available on: nefretsoylemi.org/en/rapor_aciklamalar.asp
INTRODUCTION

The conflict between Azerbaijan and Armenia over Nagorno-Karabakh has been going on for many years. Conflicts that erupted again on April 2, 2016 have been considered as one of the most violent since the ceasefire in 1994. The conflict period that continued until the bilateral ceasefire on April 5, 2016 is named as the Four-Day War.

Thomas de Waal, the author of the book titled ‘Karabakh: Armenia and Azerbaijan in Peace and War Periods’, emphasizes in the foreword of the book’s Turkish edition that agreeing on a peace treaty at the end of this 20-year conflict would mean doing something contrary to the national narratives which have been circulated by both parties for 20 years. Based on the research he conducted, Waal concludes that the Karabakh issue is mostly in the ‘minds’ and is built on national narratives regarding the other party—which may often be proved to be incorrect. All of these national narratives and common beliefs that do not reflect reality fuel the opinion that the parties themselves are always the victims whereas the other party is always the aggressor.

Although international politics and macroeconomic conditions are certainly significant for resolving this conflict, the enmity that is incited between societies constitutes one of the most important barriers on the way to building peace. The fact that media, like education and politics, is one of the most effective tools in the generation and popularization of these national narratives and beliefs cannot be ignored.

This report, which is issued based on this fact and focused on discriminatory discourse, addresses how the issue was covered in Armenian, Azerbaijani and Turkish media on April 2016, when the clashes escalated again and left many civilians and soldiers dead from both parties, and how this conflict has been instrumentalized in generating discriminatory discourse against ‘other’ identities.

It is also necessary to consider Turkey’s attitude in this war between the neighboring countries and the effects of this conflict on Turkey. Turkish-Armenian border is the only closed border of Turkey as of 2016. The border was closed by Turkey two years after the independence of Armenia, on 3 April 1993, as a reaction against Nagorno-Karabakh War. For this reason, Kars-Ardahan-Iğdır region bordering Armenia is in a peculiar position compared to other border regions of Turkey. Enclosed by the closed border on the east, the regions is also separated from the west of Turkey and isolated due to its geographical position. The impacts of the closed border are reflected in almost all areas such as social structure, economics, social life, education and development. Thomas de Waal points out that Turkey acts with contradictory motives regarding this issue: “On the one hand, the feeling of solidarity with their cognates in Azerbaijan, and on the other hand, the desire to institute peace and security at their

---

Furthermore, Waal notes that the Turkish society needs more information about this conflict between their neighbors.

Media Watch on Hate Speech Project, which has been carried out by Hrant Dink Foundation since 2009, shows that Armenians are one of the groups that are most frequently subjected to hate speech in Turkish media. On the other hand, the existing prejudices, racism and marginalization against Armenian community, which is one of the never-changing others in Turkey, tends to rise with such conflictual issues and this tendency renders Turkish media's attitude concerning Karabakh conflict during the days of conflict worth analyzing. The study aims to examine the media of three countries comparatively and to analyze what is highlighted and what is ignored while producing the news items concerning the issue and how the conflicting parties are named. In sum, the purpose is to analyze how media produces discriminatory discourse in times of conflict and war, and to what extent they contribute to the peace discourse.

METHODOLOGY

The report includes data and analyses obtained by examining the contents published in the media of Azerbaijan, Armenia and Turkey concerning the conflict that restarted along Azerbaijani-Karabakh border on April 2, 2016.

For this purpose, media outlets to be examined in the three countries were selected first considering various criteria of representation. Here, it should be underlined that the selection of media outlets in each country is one of the most challenging aspect for this kind of comparative researches even when certain concrete criteria are followed in order to acquire relevant and comparable data. In this research, circulation numbers, media ownership, political positions and ideologies were used as the selection criteria for the outlets. While investigating print media in Turkey, considering the specific features of each country and the weight of print and online media, online newspapers were taken into account in Azerbaijan and Armenia. Accordingly; the online newspapers Report.az, azadliq.org, Trend.az and Meydan.tv in Azerbaijan; Armenpress, Razm.info, Hetq and Azatutyun in Armenia; and newspapers Hürriyet, Sabah and Sözcü in Turkey had been examined. Detailed explanations about each media outlets can be found in country reports. However, it should be emphasized that since we limit our research with a small number of news outlets which is inevitable, subjective choices became necessarily a part of the research. Different authors could choose different media outlets. Nevertheless, this sample gives us qualified data to analyze how media in general produces discriminatory discourse in times of conflict and war, and to what extent they contribute to the peace discourse.

Considering that media may not be covering the events on the same dates in every country, the periods to be examined were determined in accordance with the peculiar situation of each country. Thus, the coverage of the above-mentioned media outlets on April 2-5 in Azerbaijan, April 2-6 in Armenia and April 3-7 in Turkey were included in the analysis. Each item found in these newspapers within the

---

4 Thomas de Waal, op.cit., p. 6.
5 www.nefretsoylemi.org, last access: 9 November 2016.
periods in question was examined in terms of the following questions. In this way, the answers to the same questions were covered in the reports of all three countries and comparable data was obtained.

1. Are news items signed by the reporters?
2. Does news item provide background information about the history of the conflict?
3. Who/what are the primary sources of information of the news item?
4. What are the most commonly used words?
5. What is the discourse used in describing casualties on both sides?
6. How are the lives of civilians described during the clashes?
7. What is the discourse used in describing the other side (country or actor)?

In addition to these questions, other findings that are obtained during examination and considered to be relevant in the context of each country have also been included in the country reports.

OVERVIEW

Journalism during the times of war and conflict requires more than abiding by the existing codes of ethics. Peace journalism aims to promote a new language that enables the transition from conflict to peace. Therefore, giving voice to all parties in media during the times of war and conflict is highly important. “A peace journalist tries to ascertain and make transparent the position of all parties (which is always more than two) and to highlight the cooperation among parties without concealing the difference of opinions and positions among the parties.”

The data obtained from the analysis that was made in accordance with the aforementioned criteria in the media of Azerbaijan, Armenia and Turkey reveal that the way the ‘other’ is defined or the way the discriminatory discourse is generated is similar, even when the contexts are different.

Comparing the country reports, the most notable finding is that the psychological war carried out by the number of casualties (soldier or civilian) is regenerated in the media of all three countries. Both in Turkish and Azerbaijani media, killed Azerbaijani soldiers had been referred as “martyrs”, whereas killed Armenian soldiers had been referred as “dead”. With such choices of word, some losses in the war are trivialized, whereas some others are glorified.

Featuring the figures concerning the loss of ammunition during the conflict right next to the number of casualties leads to the impression that the number of casualties is just quantitative data expressing the damage done to the other party. While the humane aspect of war is ignored, the media becomes an agent in the political conflict that takes place through these quantitative data. Such discourses support the militarist language and reinforce the war discourse.

It was observed that most of the news items in Azerbaijani and Turkish media had been published without specifying the reporter or editor. On the other hand, most news items in Armenian media were published with the reference to the source. It might be suggested that these media outlets published the reports without any signature, because they did not have any correspondents in

---

6 Sevda Alankuş, Barış Gazeteciliği El Kitabı, İstanbul: Bianet, 2016, p. 82.
Karabakh or the regions near the clashes. Nevertheless, this problem might make it difficult to access direct information and cause the readers to have doubts on the accuracy of the information.

The result of the analysis that was carried out based on this information shows the media of all three countries regarded the representatives of their own state or government as the primary source of information and presented the statements made by spokespersons of other countries as worthless, speculative or deceptive. This situation was reflected in Turkish media by presenting the statements of Azerbaijani government and representatives of Turkish government as primary sources and covering the statements of the representatives of Armenia in a more questioning manner.

It is very important to include an informative note on the history of the issue in the news items covering the transformation of this dispute that has been going on between Azerbaijan and Armenia for more than 20 years into an armed conflict again in order to understand the current process. However, media of all three countries included such informative notes in a few news items. Given the fact that the Turkish society has less information about a conflict in which it is not directly involved and that objective and qualified information sources in Turkish are limited, it is clear that providing background information in the coverage in Turkish media is important.

Finally, it was seen that Azerbaijani, Armenian or Turkish identities were directly targeted and some statements that clearly portrays other parties as enemies amounting to hate speech were found in the newspapers of all three countries within the related period. In fact, the Media Watch on Hate Speech project, which has been conducted by Hrant Dink Foundation since 2009, revealed that instances of hate speech against Armenians increased during the periods of conflict in Karabakh. Although no such systematic and comprehensive media watch project is carried out in other countries, it is reasonable to think that the situation is the same. However, it is seen that hate speech in the analyzed items had been commonly generated by specifying the identities of the parties like "Armenian", "Azerbaijani" and "Turk", while criticizing the actions taken by states, governments and military forces.

You can find the detailed analyses and examples of these observations in the country reports.
In the Armenian media, the Azerbaijani society is typically pictured as a neighbor-aggressor that has an “eye on Armenian lands.” Azerbaijan and the Azerbaijani society are usually represented as a monolithic group. The Azerbaijani society as such or civilians are rarely discussed and the generic term “Azerbaijani side” is often used. Further, in public discourse that often spills over into media or in some cases under the influence of media, Azerbaijanis are routinely referred to as “Turks”, which can create confusion for an interlocutor or a reader whether this means an Azerbaijani or a Turk from Turkey. Moreover, the word “Turk” in public discourse is synonymous not only with the word “Azerbaijani”, but also often used with the underlying meaning of “enemy.”

One of the prejudices evident in media discourse in Armenia about Azerbaijan is that the latter’s only privilege is its oil industry. Otherwise the country presumably lacks culture, moral values or other aspects of social life. The problems with human rights in Azerbaijan are always highlighted, juxtaposing it to the comparatively less repressive political environment in Armenia and using the comparison as a justification to overlook internal problems in Armenia. To give an example of how people perceive Azerbaijan there is a Soviet-Armenian joke that is often repeated: an Azerbaijani asks “Why do you need a Ministry of Sea in Armenia when there is no sea there?” An Armenian reply: “Think instead why do you have a Ministry of Culture in Azerbaijan?”

When covering the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, the media outlets act on an assumption that there is a consensus within the society in regard to the conflict. The consensus is presumed to be that Karabakh “is a historical Armenian land” and it was “arbitrarily given” to Azerbaijan by the Soviet authorities, and specifically Stalin, and that Armenians re-established historical justice through victory in the 1991-1994 war. This presumed consensus is the main reason why rarely the media outlets find it necessary to post a short historical background in the end of each article on the topic, and not the desire to avoid imposing own views on the readers.

The image of an “Azerbaijani,” or a “Turk,” as the enemy was further reinforced during the April 2016 escalation in the zone of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. In the early morning of April 2, the Armenian media representatives were caught by the press statement released by the Press Office of Nagorno-Karabakh’s Ministry of Defence Army informing that “in the southern, south-eastern and north-eastern directions of the contact line, on April 1 and early morning of April 2, the adversary carried out attack operations, using artillery, armored vehicles, and air force.”

Most of the news outlets immediately re-published the press statement. On April 3, the Ministry of Defence of Azerbaijan announced unilateral ceasefire. The Nagorno-Karabakh’s Defence Army released a press statement saying that the ceasefire announcement was a misinformation and the Azerbaijani forces continue shelling the Armenian positions. The latter statement was re-posted by

---

most of the Armenian news outlets. ⁸ That weekend and until the de-escalation on April 5, the media continued covering the clashes in the line of contact. The news environment had dramatically changed during these days and the clashes were the main topic covered by the Armenian media.

This section of the study presents the results of monitoring of the selected Armenian news media outlets from April 2 to 6 on the topic of covering the news from the frontline. Four outlets are selected for monitoring: two governmental or relying on government as primary source of information and two independent in regard to their information sources. The secondary selection criterion was the popularity and therefore the influential position in creation of public discourse held by the outlets. The chosen outlets are the following:

**Armenpress** is a state news agency and is financed mainly from the state budget. The outlet produces its own news and is a primary source for citation for many other media outlets. When it comes to foreign relations and especially the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, Armenpress reflects the views of the official Yerevan.

**Razm.info** (trans. - military info) is mostly covering military related news and was very active during the escalation of the conflict, becoming one of the primary sources followed and cited by the public and other outlets. Judging from the coverage of the escalation and implied or explicit references, its primary source of information is the Ministry of Defence of Armenia.

**Hetq** is an independent investigative news website focusing mostly on investigations of corruption cases related to high-level officials. In this case, Hetq was selected because of producing original content from the front-line and sending a group of journalists to the Nagorno-Karabakh, among them their chief editor.

**Azatutyun**⁹ or Yerevan bureau of RFE/RL is an independent news media outlet and follows the regulations and code of ethics of RFE/RL Central Bureau.

On the first day of escalation, all of the monitored media outlets shared only limited information based primarily on the press releases of the Ministries of Defence of Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh. During the following days, many journalists travelled to Nagorno-Karabakh to cover the news from the ground. In the areas located further from the zone of active fighting there were no restrictions on the coverage. However, close to the contact line the journalists were escorted by military personnel. The explanation given were “security reasons.” As a result, the information transmitted from the zone of active fighting was censored, as the journalists needed permission of the military for taking photos or videos.

---


⁹ In addition to textual articles analyzed in this report, Azatutyun also has radio coverage and video reports.
FINDINGS

Between April 2 and 6 the overwhelming majority of the news items by Hetq, Azatutyun and Razm.info covered the conflict. Only Armenpress in addition to conflict coverage also had extensive coverage of other local and international news.

In case of Hetq and Armenpress the journalists for the most part did not sign the news items. Exceptions were made by Hetq when the reporting directly from the front-line was signed by the editor-in-chief Edik Bagdasaryan. Azatutyun always published the name of the journalist unless the news item was a reproduction or an official press release. Razm.info always had the name under the title. All the news items during this period were signed by two Razm.info journalists.

As mentioned above, none of the monitored news outlets provided background historical information about the conflict in general. However, almost in all news items published by Armenpress had a short text in italics at the end of each article outlining the official position about the current escalation, and developments in it.

For all of the monitored news websites the primary source of information initially was the Ministry of Defence of Armenia and the Defence Army of Nagorno-Karabakh. Azatutyun and Hetq later started providing also original information from primary sources. Azatutyun was the only news outlet among selected that published news items citing Azerbaijani official sources, including President Ilham Aliyev. Hetq often cited its own editor-in-chief covering the news from Nagorno-Karabakh.

The surveyed Armenian news outlets, while reporting about the escalation, did not refer to Azerbaijani civilians or society, including the civilians living in the conflict zone. Instead the outlets were referring either to generic “Azerbaijani side” or to the Azerbaijani army and the Azerbaijani state. While writing about Azerbaijan, the most common word used was “adversary” (հակառակորդ). Using the term “adversary”, though still might be considered to be quite a militarist concept, instead of the terms such as “enemy” / “enemy forces” has been advocated by many organizations in the past years in order to shift to a more neutral language. Some, particularly the independent Azatutyun, refrained from passing own judgment or using emotionally charged language in their own reporting. The emotionally charged wording, however, was kept in press releases that the news outlets republished. For example, in one of the news items on April 2 Azatutyun cites the press release of Ministry of Defence “Defence Army’s subdivisions disabled two hostile [from the word “enemy” in Armenian թռիչքային] tanks.” Other outlets published the same press release as well.

The independent news outlet Hetq, unlike Azatutyun, in some instances resorted to emotionally charged language and visuals. On April 2, Hetq published a news item with graphic photos from the village of Talish showing killed and mutilated civilians with the title “Brutalities in Talish”. In the text Hetq writes: “We wish to apologize to our readers. ‘Hetq’ has never published this sort of photos, it’s a violation of our code of

11 One child died, another 2 injured: Defence Army informs about heavy clashes along the line of contact, April 2, 2016, http://www.azatutyun.am/content/article/27649954.html, last accessed: November 10, 2016.
ethics but we do not have any other means to show the reality at the moment.” By confessing that they are intentionally violating their own code of ethics, Hetq effectively suggests that they abide by one set of rules in peace times and another in war times. The published photos received a strong resonance, contributing to the further de-humanization of image of Azerbaijanis in the Armenian society.

The emotionally charged words painting Azerbaijanis as occupiers and barbarians and Armenians as defenders and liberators are also kept while citing parts of press releases, constructing an image of different nature between two identities, one supposed to be inherently good and the other inherently evil: “Armenian units considerably advanced in some parts of frontline liberating new lands... During the military clashes the adversary excelled with barbaric actions along the line of contact not only against Army’s servicemen but also against peaceful population... Those are only a few of the corps of killers who were killed by an Armenian soldier during their retreat...” In some cases, it is not mentioned in the headlines that the news item is a press release. For example, the sentences such as “Azerbaijani army lost 14 tanks, Armenian units considerably advanced in some parts of frontline liberating new lands” were presented without a reference to the source.

In another news item citing its chief editor who was reporting from Nagorno-Karabakh Hetq writes: “Azerbaijanis are panicking and are retreating along the Northern part of the line of contact. The Armenian forces recaptured the lands occupied by them.” There is no differentiation made here between Azerbaijani soldiers or Special Forces involved in the incident and the general public. This essentializing statement suggests that the panic applies to “Azerbaijanis” in general, reinforcing the stereotype of Azerbaijanis in Armenia as a monolithic and cowardly group.


The government-connected outlets, Armenpress and razm.info, were even less reserved in their reporting. During all four days of escalation Armenpress interviewed experts and politicians who expressed strongly worded negative views about Azerbaijanis, linked them with ISIS and terrorism. Citing an interview with Russian political analyst Stanislav Tarasov, Armenpress wrote: “Speaking on the issue that ‘Islamic State’ terrorists were fighting for Azerbaijan against Armenian armed forces in the line of contact, Tarasov said that the Azerbaijani leadership has to realize that terrorists are a serious problem for them.”14 In the interview with the spokesperson of the Nagorno-Karabakh President Armenpress cites: “Azerbaijan is a terrorist, fascist, abnormal state.”15

Armenpress also portrayed Armenian soldiers in positive or neutral and Azerbaijanis in negative light, using expressions about Azerbaijanis such as “the enemy has been thrown back”, “provocation of the adversary”, and about Armenians “feats of Armenian soldiers”, “Armenian forces bravely do their job”. On April 3 Armenpress writes: “Azerbaijani TV channels treat their own people like sheep, showing video materials from the front line that show ‘the losses’ of the Armenian side where those losses actually are
On April 4 Razm.info wrote: “We remind you that Azerbaijani armed forces exercised atrocities in the Armenian regions of Artsakh. A child and three civilians died in Artsakh.”

Razm.info republished all the press releases of Nagorno-Karabakh military using the enemy image constructing language saturated with words such as “enemy”, “Azerbaijani aggression”, and similar. Starting from April 3 the main function of the website and the majority of its news items were reports about casualties of the “Azerbaijanis side,” as it appears providing inflated numbers. They cited “open sources” or “social media profiles” as the sources of information. The numbers of the Armenian casualties were underreported or not reported at all. In some cases, graphic photos of violence were published without verification. A news item on April 2 reported 18 deaths on the Armenian side, citing Armenian president Serzh Sargsyan. Writing about the deceased people of Azerbaijani side Armenian news media outlets were again repeating the numbers given by the military officer of Armenia. Later it was revealed that there were more deaths than was reported on the first day. On April 14, the Ministry of Defense of Armenia officially announced that there were 92 death cases in Armenian side between April 2 and 5, although it didn’t reveal how many of them were killed on the first day of clashes.

Conversely, the numbers of Azerbaijani deaths were inflated. An article from April 2 cites the Ministry of Defense of Nagorno-Karabakh on April 2 alone the Azerbaijan side lost more than 200 soldiers. The claims on these days of hundreds of Azerbaijani killed and retreating and minimal casualties on the Armenian side contrasted sharply with the reports in Azerbaijani media about great numbers of Armenians killed and Azerbaijani forces advancing with minimal casualties. The inflation of the numbers of the casualties on the other side and the underreporting of the casualties on their own side, was an effective tool used by each side to fabricate through media a reality that would fit their militaristic discourse of own superiority propagated for years in order to maintain popular support for the existing governments.

Conversely, the numbers of Azerbaijani deaths were inflated. An article from April 2 cites the Ministry of Defense of Nagorno-Karabakh on April 2 alone the Azerbaijan side lost more than 200 soldiers. The claims on these days of hundreds of Azerbaijani killed and retreating and minimal casualties on the Armenian side contrasted sharply with the reports in Azerbaijani media about great numbers of Armenians killed and Azerbaijani forces advancing with minimal casualties. The inflation of the numbers of the casualties on the other side and the underreporting of the casualties on their own side, was an effective tool used by each side to fabricate through media a reality that would fit their militaristic discourse of own superiority propagated for years in order to maintain popular support for the existing governments.

The monitoring of the selected news outlets shows that there is no common approach while describing the deceased people ranging from dead, victim, casualty (զոհ) to losses (կորուստ) used for deaths from the Armenian side. For describing the deaths from Azerbaijan, the words most commonly used were: losses by the Azerbaijani side or killed.

The disputed region of Nagorno-Karabakh is named differently in different media outlets. Armenpress uses either “Nagorno-Karabakh Republic” or “Artsakh”, the first version of the toponym is aimed at stressing

22 See the Azerbaijani section of the report.
that Nagorno-Karabakh has statehood and the second is the Armenian name for the disputed territory. Hetq uses only “Nagorno-Karabakh Republic”, while Razm.info uses only “Artsakh”. Azatutyun refers to the toponym as “Nagorno-Karabakh”, which is a term commonly used internationally along with the borrowed from Russian version Nagorny Karabakh by those trying to appear neutral.

The main actors in most of the monitored news items are either the states or armed forces or the generic term “side” (Armenian side, Armenian forces, forces of Nagorno-Karabakh Defense Army, Azerbaijan, Azerbaijani side, Azerbaijani forces). As it was mentioned above in many cases Azerbaijan is called adversary side and enemy.

The coverage of the escalation rarely reports on the situation with civilians, and stayed mainly focused on military actions. Particularly when it comes to reporting the Azerbaijani casualties, the numbers are given without specification whether they are civilian or military. When it comes to Armenian casualties, there were some video and photo stories about the civilian victims and survivors. Some stories were published about the lives and families of the killed servicemen.23 People living in the Armenian populated village of Talish who escaped during the first night of clashes also received special attention.

Armenpress covered a few funeral ceremonies of Armenian soldiers, mentioning who was present. They also posted quotes from the relatives. All the texts contained praise of soldiers’ personal and professional qualities, patriotism, referring to them heroes.24 Hetq covered only one funeral ceremony.25 There were many other news outlets; however, not included in this study, that excessively covered funerals creating an image of a collective loss.

Turkey was covered in the media rarely. When covered, it was presented as an actor that is allied with Azerbaijan and is hostile to Armenia. Armenpress published an article about the call between the Minister of Defence of Azerbaijan Zaqir Hasanov and the Minister of National Defence of Turkey Ismet Yilmaz where the latter supported the actions of Azerbaijan. In other piece Armenpress report “Erdogan was fast to support his ‘younger brother’”26 in reference to Azerbaijani president. Armenpress, curiously, also claimed that the statements of support for Azerbaijan and reposts of the information of the Azerbaijani Defence Ministry are being reported by pro-governmental outlets in Turkey only, suggesting that the support for


Azerbaijan is limited to government and is not widely shared. As an alternative, the source cited DemokratHaber article that criticized the statements of Azerbaijani side as lies.27

The escalation on April 2-5 that was later labelled in the Armenian media as the “4-day war” is described in Armenia exclusively as the responsibility of Azerbaijan with no alternative version discussed. The monitoring of different news outlets reveals that there is a considerable gap between the independent news outlets and the government outlets. The independent outlets try to use primary sources, follow ethics codes and conflict sensitive reporting, although they do that inconsistently. On the other hand, the governmental and pro-government outlets aim to paint an enemy image of Azerbaijan and rely heavily on reposting information from the official sources.

AZERBAIJAN

Armenia and Armenians are portrayed as Azerbaijan’s grave enemies in public discourse, and media. According to a research conducted by the Yerevan Press Club and Yeni Nesil Journalists’ Union, Armenians are portrayed as murderers, rapists, and occupiers and there is no differentiation in generations or acknowledgement of time change. Institute for War and Peace Reporting (IWPR) captured this depiction in a story, “History lessons in Armenia and Azerbaijan”, with Armenian and Azerbaijani journalist debunking the historical narrative that exists in history textbooks in both countries: “Tofig Veliyev, head of the Slavic history department at Baku State University is the author of this textbook and insists he had to use negative language in order to tell the truth. ‘Those phrases [our eternal enemies] give an accurate picture of the Armenians’, Veliyev said. ‘I would be falsifying history unless I described them like that’.

In the course of the last three years, a number of Azerbaijani writers, intellectuals, and journalists were labelled “Armenians”. Akram Aylisli, one of Azerbaijan’s well known writers and recipient of national orders “Istiglal” [Independence] and “Shokhrat” [Fame] was targeted for his novel titled “Stoned Dreams” in 2013. The novel covered the period of 90s Baku when Armenians were killed. For depicting Armenians in a positive light, and being critical of the former president Heydar Aliyev, Aylisli was stripped of his titles and endured mass belittling and defamation in the aftermath. Pro-government youth groups staged protests in front of his house, parliament members suggested burning his books, depriving him of his citizenship and deporting him from Azerbaijan all together. Unlike Tofig Vallyev, Aylisli was accused of “purposefully distorting the history of Azerbaijan”.

This and many other illustrations, become more visible at the time of escalation on the frontline. The aggressive rhetoric and dehumanization of the other multiplies aggressively leaving little or no room to argue differently, be it in governmental or independent media.

The following is a monitoring of the language used by governmental and independent media platforms at the period when the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict escalated between April 2 and 5, 2016 and based on the criteria indicated in the introduction of this report. For this analysis, we have selected the following media outlets:

Report.az: is a semi-independent online news outlet with links to the State Oil Company (SOCAR); most of the coverage by this outlet is based on its own reporting. However, it largely

reflects the position of the official Baku, unless it is a general reporting on any unrelated to the country’s internal politics issue;

azadliq.org: Azadliq Radiosu or Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty Azerbaijan service, is an independent online news outlet, with daily radio shows broadcasted on AM waves, and news shows broadcasted via satellite daily and radio’s official YouTube channel; its reporting is based on the work of its journalists and is known as a reliable source of information;

Trend.az: is a pro-government online news outlet, and its reporting heavily reflects government line. In matters critical of the government, the outlet sides with the ruling establishment; similarly, when the platform covers the conflict, the reporting reflects the line of official Baku;

Meydan.tv: dissident news outlet based out of Berlin; it was initiated by a former political prisoner; its goal is to provide objective coverage and it’s based on its own reporting through freelance reporters based in Azerbaijan as well as the work carried out by the Berlin office;

FINDINGS

Azerbaijan’s media environment is limited, therefore often it is hard to find diverse opinions in general, not to mention diverse views on Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. Much of the media depicts Armenia as the enemy in its discriminatory discourse. Armenia is portrayed as weak and in constant economic struggle. The media in Azerbaijan continuously boasts about the government military budget (from $177m in 2003 to $3 billion in 201532) and it being several times higher than Armenia’s overall state budget. Dehumanizing of the other is common and widespread, especially across media platforms that are readily available for people’s public consumption.

The heavy fighting in Karabakh between Armenian and Azerbaijani forces between April 2 and 5 were no exception to media war or the blame. At the onset of the conflict, each side blamed the other for the escalation. In one of the statements issued by Azerbaijan’s Ministry of Defence, the report said 12 of Azerbaijan soldiers “became shahids” or “Muslim martyrs” while more than 100 Armenian soldiers were killed or wounded; and artillery destroyed.33 In a similar statement issued by the Nagorno-Karabakh Ministry of Defence, it said more than 200 Azerbaijani soldiers were killed, while praising own soldiers as heroes.

During the monitored period, with an exception of analytical pieces or editorials, most of the news items published by the monitored outlets were unsigned (practice that is not limited to the monitored period). Except for Azadliq Radiosu that exchanges information with the Armenian service of the Radio Liberty, neither of the remaining outlets used in the analysis here, have access to journalists either in Armenia or Nagorno-Karabakh. The biggest reason for this is the overall approach to the conflict and


to the ‘other’ in this context. As there are limited ties between the two governments, there are no journalists accredited to work on the other side and no collaboration between the media outlets.

All four outlets, provide information about the conflict at the end of each news item. This information usually contains dates and key events related to the conflict, like the ceasefire agreement signed in 1994 as well as the four UN resolutions that demand Armenian troops to withdraw from Azerbaijani territory.

Azerbaijan media outlets heavily relied on these days on the information provided by the Ministry of Defence and government spokespersons. Official statements from Armenia were also posted, but qualified as provocations and lies. In the coverage period, Trend.az, an outlet known for its pro-government stand, resorted to such language in every piece that was published on their website regarding the escalation. Violations of ceasefire were reported only on the Armenian side and Azerbaijan’s own position was repeatedly described as “responsive and successful”.

In its coverage, the most commonly used words and phrases by Trend.az to describe Armenians were “enemy”, “provocateur”, “criminal” or “criminal regime”. The Azerbaijani soldiers who lost their lives in these days were described as “martyrs”, while the Armenian soldiers are named as “losses” or as “destroyed”.

Армяне прибегают к фальсификации, чтобы скрыть свои потери - минобороны Азербайджана

Armeyanye pribyayut k falsifikatsii, chtoby skryty svoi poteri - minoborony Azerybaydzhana

Министерство обороны Азербайджана также подчеркнуло, что информация, опубликованная в ресурсах, не соответствует действительности. В этой связи был поднят вопрос о возможной связи армянских вооруженных формирований с целями, которые не совпадают с интересами Азербайджана.

В Баку состоялось заседание между представителями Министерства обороны Азербайджана и Минобороны Армении. Были обсуждены вопросы миротворческой операции в Нагорном Карабахе, а также вопрос о взаимодействии между двумя странами в контексте конфликта.

Важно подчеркнуть, что армянская сторона активно использует информационное пространство, чтобы скрыть свои потери и предъявить вину на другую сторону. Минобороны Азербайджана выступило с критикой данной практики и подчеркнуло, что армянам необходимо прекратить использование фальсификации информации для своих целей.
“During the fighting, six Armenian tanks were destroyed, and over 100 servicemen of Armenian armed forces were destroyed or wounded. 12 Azerbaijani soldiers became martyrs; one helicopter was shot and one tank damaged,” read the coverage of Trend.az on April 2, 2016. The online outlet referred to Azerbaijani soldiers as martyrs and just soldiers in the Armenian case. At the same time, in what can be considered a development in direction of ethical conflict coverage, there were no negative adjectives when describing Armenian soldiers, which has been the case in the past.

Trend.az also refers to Azerbaijani military forces as “liberators”. “As a result of counter strikes, Azerbaijani army on the front line was able to liberate several strategic heights and residential units”. The story uses such phrases as “provocateurs” and “enemy” when describing Armenian armed forces and the territory in need of “cleaning”: “As a result of the operation, several heights in Talish were cleaned from the enemy”.

In case of Azadliq Radiosu, the outlet often cited deaths on both sides as “losses” or “soldiers” vs. “civilians” without resorting to qualifying terms as “martyrs”. “Armenia lost four more soldiers”, read the article published on April 6, 2016. “Armenia’s Ministry of Defence, announced names of four more soldiers who died in fighting in Nagorno-Karabakh”. The news item goes on to provide additional number of losses. “According to the information released on April 5 by the separatist Nagorno-Karabakh regime Armenia lost a total of 29 soldiers since the escalation on the frontline since April 2. 28 are missing while 101 have been wounded. According to the Armenian’s resources, in addition, 14 tanks were destroyed during the fighting.”

Ermenistan daha 4 aşgor itirib

Ermenistanın resadlı göstəricisi, Dağlıq Qarabaqda gedən xor xadimlərində bəzi dərinlik aləri ilə daha 4 yaşlılıqda aşgor etdilər.

Naxçıvanda mənən aprelin 8-da qərər alındı.

Bənzər tərəfə asgar olan Anar Alizayev, Saraju Talış, Naxçıvandı, Naxçıvandı və Balıq Aşquvandan.

Səpərtə, Dağlıq Qarabaq rejimindən aprelin 3-dən mənən məlumətə qərər apərən, aprelin 2-dən bu yerə toxumu sahədə gedən dərinlikdən ermeni ilərində 29 aşgor itirib, 28 nəfər tərəf ilə düşüb, 101 nəfərə xidmət xətləri verilib.

Ermenistanın tezliyi, hamçinin bu dərinlikdə 14 tank itirilənini bilərə.

On April 4, 2016, the outlet reported a story about the total losses both of Armenia and Azerbaijan. 20 dead soldiers, 72 wounded, 26 soldiers missing and 7 tanks destroyed on Armenia’s side while 15 dead on Azerbaijani side read the story titled “Armenia’s side confessed: 20 dead, 26 missing, 72 wounded”. At the end of the news item there is a reference to the number of casualties on the Azerbaijani side as well.

While the overall language of casualty reporting remained neutral, Azadliq Radiosu also published interviews with Azerbaijani experts who were less restrained and boasted of the country’s success during that escalation period. On April 6, 2016, the outlet published an interview with Azad Isazade, military expert who praised the Azerbaijani army for retaking some strategic heights, even though he himself confessed that he did not possess any evidence to support his arguments. “I do not have precise information. But military advantage isn’t only calculated by how far troops have managed to progress. It is also based on securing important strategic heights”. The rest of the news item relies on the words of the expert but does not provide views of a similar expert from the other side.

Azadliq Radiosu describes the leadership in Karabakh as “separatist Nagorno-Karabakh regime” and uses quotation marks to describe Nagorno-Karabakh’s “Ministry of Defence”.

Report.az also had stories featuring positions of Turkey, Georgia and other countries vis-à-vis the escalation mainly quoting experts supporting Azerbaijan and its territorial integrity: “Recent military operation demonstrated openly the level of technical and military preparedness of Azerbaijan’s Armed Forces in contrast to Armenia’s army and branches fighting in occupied territories of Nagorno-Karabakh”, reported the outlet by quoting a Russian expert, Oleq Kuznetsov. The comparative language of military superiority in case of Azerbaijani Armed Forces (written in capital letters) over Armenian army (written in one and shorter and not capitalized word) illustrates the subtle bias used in reporting about the two sides of the conflict and aimed at belittling the Armenia side.

“Germany and the European Union stand against the illegal occupation of Nagorno-Karabakh. The resolutions of the Minsk Group as well as all resolutions of the United Nations, of the OSCE and the Council of Europe have to be implemented”, read another article in favor of Azerbaijani positions dating April 3, 2016.

“Belgium’s Foreign Affairs Ministry is calling on the sides to respect the ceasefire”; ⁴¹ “Lebedev: Escalation of the Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict caused great grief and concern in all of CIS region”; ⁴² “Georgian Defence Minister: Georgia always supports territorial integrity of Azerbaijan”; ⁴³ “NATO Coordinator: Escalation of Nagorno-Karabakh conflict may have an impact on the entire region”; are just some of other similar examples of how international actors’ positions were described vis-à-vis the conflict in the reported period. The use and reference of these quotes and statements are in particular indicative of a selective approach to reporting: all international experts quoted are in support of Azerbaijan’s position in the conflict, while the opinions of those critical of Azerbaijani are left out. These examples illustrate how the pro-government media platforms serve the nationalistic rhetoric that exists in Azerbaijan.

Report.az resorted to an explicit language when reporting on casualties on the Armenian side. “Armenia confess that in total 29 servicemen were killed including 7 officers”, ⁴⁴ “Confessions” are often used by Azerbaijani media outlets as if to illustrate an additional victory of Azerbaijan while mentioning of Nagorno-Karabakh as “Azerbaijan’s territory” is yet another position oriented reporting.

Another form of “belittling” the other side was revealed in a story published on April 5, 2016, titled “Myth collapses: Armenian army begs for food” where the outlet talks about “serious supply problems”. “Armenians started to collect food and other means for army via social network posts. Report informs, the ads show the Armenian army is in need of first aid kits, bedding, blankets, water, underwear, food and some other staples”. ⁴⁵ The outlet omits to mention a similar campaign that was initiated in Azerbaijan as well which Guardian newspaper described as a sign of patriotism and people’s support on both sides. ⁴⁶

⁴⁴ Armenia confess that in total 29 servicemen were killed including 7 officers, April 6, 2016 http://report.az/dagliq-qarabag/ermenistan-7-zabitinin-oldurulduyunu/, last accessed: November 9, 2016.
Reporting on the conflict Meydan.tv dissident media outlet used conflict sensitive language when covering the casualties. The story titled, “Armenian side announces [information] on its casualties”, reported the total number of casualties and overall damages. “Armenian side says 20 soldiers died, 72 wounded, and 26 are missing”.

While reporting on the casualties on the Azerbaijani side, Meydan TV reporters reached out to the families directly affected by the escalation. After suspecting that the number of casualties in the official reports were suppressed, Meydan TV’s main coverage during the escalation period focused on documenting and exposing the real numbers of deaths on Azerbaijani side. On April 7, the outlet

---

published the full list of names of 93 soldiers, a number that exceeded the numbers reported by the government.\textsuperscript{48}

Overall, the overview of Meydan TV’s coverage of April war indicates multi-perspective analysis and reporting. Unlike Trend.az, or Report.az, Meydan TV’s coverage provides among others opinions of international community condemning the war, and did not only highlight those international reports which were in support of the Azerbaijan’s position.

The report showed a vast difference between conflict reporting by the close to government outlets and the independent outlets. The pro-government outlets actively used their resources to build an enemy image of the Armenians, downplay the Azerbaijani losses and augment the Armenian losses, praise the Azerbaijani Army and belittle the Armenian one, and cite only those members of the international community who were speaking in favor of Azerbaijan. At the same time the independent media outlets showed an inclination toward multi-perceptivity, presenting positions of various experts including those critical of Azerbaijan, triangulated the numbers of casualties.

\textsuperscript{48} The list: 93 soldiers, 6 civilians die [Updated], April 7, 2016 https://www.meydan.tv/az/site/opinion/13405/m, last accessed: November 9, 2016.
The clashes between Azerbaijan and Armenia which had started on April 2, towards morning in Nagorno-Karabakh, were covered in Turkey’s media on April 3. Therefore, in the study, the media monitoring work was carried out according to the criteria mentioned in the introduction section, covering the period between April 3 and 7, 2016. The circulation numbers of the newspapers were taken into consideration while choosing the newspapers to be monitored. However, in order to examine the approach of different political positions to the subject, we paid attention to select newspapers from different media groups. Thus, according to the daily circulation\(^{49}\) of the newspapers, Hürriyet (339,655), Sabah (309,467), and Sözcü (286,288) newspapers were selected respectively. Although selected newspapers also broadcast on their websites, only the printed copies were examined in order to facilitate the examination methodologically.

**Hürriyet**: the best-selling newspaper in Turkey during the examined period, belongs to the Doğan Media Group, which is one of the biggest media holding companies in Turkey. Even though it is criticized by the present government because of its opponent publications, it is sometimes also criticized by some groups on account of making pro-government publications. According to the Hrant Dink Foundation’s periodic hate speech reports, even if it seems like paying attention not to produce hate speech, the use of latent discriminatory language still appears widely.

**Sabah**: One of the newspapers which belong to Turkuaz Media Group is mostly known for its pro-government broadcasting policy. According to the Hrant Dink Foundation’s reports, in recent years, it shows an upward trend in the production of hate speech.

**Sözcü**: It does not belong to any media group and seems economically independent as compared to others. The broadcasting policy is only based on opposition to the AKP. Although it does not rank among the top in hate speech reports, it frequently produces hate speech.

**FINDINGS**

Almost all of the articles in Sözcü and Sabah about the subject were published without a signature of a reporter. It is also notable that all articles published about Karabakh in Hürriyet were written by Nerdun Hacıoğlu, the Moscow correspondent of the newspaper.

Hürriyet shares short information notes about the historical background of the conflict between two countries at the end of the most news stories published about the developments concerning the clashes. These notes are significant as they include the death toll on both sides during this war which continued throughout 90s, show the war as a problem and draw attention to its humane aspect: “At the beginning of 1990’s, 30 thousand people died in the war that broke out between the two countries”.\(^{50}\)

---


\(^{50}\) Nerdun Hacıoğlu, *Dağlık Karabağ’da tehlikeli tırmanış*, Hürriyet, April 4, 2016, p. 18.
Within the period examined, the newspaper Sözcü conveyed information in only one article regarding the history of the conflict, while the newspaper Sabah didn’t publish anything about the historical background of the conflict within any of its articles. But this narrative of history, which contained a language similar to the discourse used in its other publications, incited hostility between the two countries. This part attached to the end of the article with the subheading “Azeri territory, Armenian governance” reinforces the hostility between the two societies: “Nagorno-Karabakh is situated legally within the frontiers of Azerbaijan. However, the Armenian separatists possess the region’s de facto governance”.

It has been also observed that the newspapers in Turkey selected for this study almost did not recognize the Armenian side at all about the conflict. In the few news articles reporting the statements of the Armenian President Serzh Sargsyan and the government officials were reported indirectly – without quoting their own words and using quotation marks– and often with expressions such as “he claimed”, “he argued” in a way questioning their accuracy. In Hürriyet, the statements of Sargsyan have been reported under the sub-heading of “Sargsyan threatened with a big war.” On the other hand, in the news article titled “Protest against Sargsyan’s meeting with Merkel” Sargsyan’s statement is mentioned in a judgmental stance: “Armenian President Serzh Sargsyan claimed that he expects the international community to recognize the right of the people of Karabakh to live freely.”

Sözcü and Sabah mostly showed the statements of Azerbaijan Minister of Defence and Azerbaijani President İlham Aliyev as the primary source of the news articles. A language approving of these statements was used in the way these sources were covered.

In Sözcü’s news article dated April 4, 2016, the statement of Aliyev is written with the headline “Aliyev: Armenian occupants set our villages on fire.” Aliyev’s statements declaring that Armenia doesn’t pursue peace and is not sincere about the process of reconciliation are covered as they are without covering the opinions of the opposite side. In a news article published by Sabah on April 4, which includes the statements of İlham Aliyev, Azerbaijan Minister of Defence and Azerbaijani journalist

---

52 Nerdu Hacoğlu, KARABAĞ NİYE ŞİMDİ PATLADI, Hürriyet, April 5, 2016, p. 15.
53 SARKIŞYAN’IN MERKEL ZİYARETİNE PROTESTO, Hürriyet, April 7, 2016, p. 28.
Garine Ataşova, the opinions of the other side are again not covered. Aliyev’s statement “We won a great victory” is being used as a sub-heading without any quotation marks used. During the period examined in the study, no news article with such a biased content in favor of Armenia is observed.

Regarding the subject, Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s speeches have been covered most heavily after Azerbaijan. While statements of Erdoğan had widespread coverage in Hürriyet and Sabah; the news items on the subject examined in Sözcü never used Erdoğan’s speeches as a primary source. Lastly, a few news articles contained commentaries of Russia, France, Iran commissioners and representatives of Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). Considering the narrow range of actors that have been referred by these three newspapers, it can be observed that even Sözcü as an anti-government newspaper takes a similar position with the other two newspapers. Therefore, it is also convenient to say that taking a position alongside Azerbaijan in the Karabakh conflict is a common reflexion for most newspapers from different political views in Turkey.

When we look at how two parties, deceased soldiers and civilians are named in the news items concerning the subject, it is possible to find clues about the approaches of the newspapers to the conflict. Similar to the Azerbaijani media, it is observed that Turkey’s media describes Azerbaijani soldiers who loses their lives as “martyr” and Armenian soldiers as “dead.” Usage of the word martyr can be justified by pointing at the Muslim identity of Azerbaijani soldiers. On the other hand, dignifying some losses with the word “martyr”, while trivializing some losses solely as dead within a single sentence can be interpreted as a hierarchical approach reflected in the language. Sanctifying deaths, via the expression of “martyr” can be interpreted as a reproduction of militarist discourse rather than mitigating the outcomes of violence and war.

For instance, Sözcü newspaper announced the death toll during the confrontation on April 6, 2016 with following words: “While 26 Azerbaijani soldiers were martyred, 70 soldiers of Armenian armed forces died.”

---

Once again, the differentiation between sacred and worthless losses is clearly observed in Sözcü newspaper’s news article entitled “Azerbaijani artillery blew Armenian command centre up –170 deaths.” In the news article which nearly announces a victory by saying “blew up” in the heading, the expression of “170 deaths” was written with a distinct color next to the heading, hence reducing those who lost their lives into a score in this “victory”.

In addition to this, narrating the loss of lives along with destroyed military vehicles such as tanks, cannons and armoured vehicles within the same sentence, is one of the clearest examples to the trivialization of deaths and dehumanization. In the news article of Sabah newspaper, which is given with the heading of “Azerbaijan: We hit their command centre,” again represents killed Armenian soldiers in a mood of victory and as a loss that is comparable to armored vehicles: “It is stated that; around 170 Armenian soldiers are killed and 12 armoured vehicles are destroyed.”

A resembling example appeared also in Sözcü: “Ministry [The Ministry of Defence of Azerbaijan] announced that 6 tanks, 15 artillery units and fortified engineering structures belonging to Armenia were destroyed; over a hundred Armenian soldiers were killed.”

It was remarkable that, death toll of the conflict changed according to the parties and these numbers were instrumentalized for the sake of political rivalry. In a news article published by Hürriyet, it is emphasized that death toll is significant although the exact number cannot be determined: “Estimates of death toll during the four day armed clashes have been changing according to the parties. Both sides claim that the other suffers serious casualties. However, it is understood that there are tens of deaths.”

---

57 Azerbaycan: Komuta merkezlerini vurduk, Sabah, April 5, 2016, p. 16.
It is observed that the media is supporting the war discourse by covering the casualties as scores in a sporting event, hence reproducing the rivalry between the politicians on the number of casualties on both sides: “It is reported that 12 Azerbaijani soldiers became martyrs, one Mi-24 helicopter was shot down by Armenian forces and one tank went out of service due to land mine explosion. Armenian President Serzh Sargsyan claimed that 18 Armenian soldiers had been killed and 35 wounded.”

Too little information was released about the condition of civilians in the conflict zone. Civilians, only the ones on Azerbaijan side, became visible solely as numbers of casualties. No quantitative or qualitative information can be reached about the Armenian civilians during the surveyed period. Additionally, the negative effects of the conflict on civilian lives on both sides, life stories of the dead or the ones in the conflict zone have found no place in surveyed newspapers. This situation can be linked to the fact that, as mentioned above, these newspapers have no reporters in the conflict zone. However, to reveal how conditions of war and conflict effect civilian lives is of paramount importance in establishing peace and maintaining the language of peace. Therefore, we deem it necessary to underline this failure of the media to cover the civilian perspective.

It is also seen that all newspapers have adopted a similar language in naming the dispute between two countries and use the word “conflict” almost all the time. It is convenient to say that the newspapers in question have embraced a quite neutral approach regarding the naming of the event by preferring this word which is congruent with the choice of the international media and bureaucratic language.

---

60 22 yılın en şiddetli çatışması, Sabah, April 3, 2016, p. 20.
Additionally, within the scope of this study, “conflict” has stood out as the most frequently used word in the relevant news items.

Concerning the way actors have been described by the newspapers, it can be observed that media, in a way mimicking the Turkey’s state policy, has taken sides with Azerbaijan. Accordingly, in news items about the conflict, identity name rather than the country name has been preferred for Armenia and expressions such as “Armenian side”, “Armenian forces”, even “Armenians” have been repeated frequently. This usage has paved the way for the production of hate speech by holding the whole Armenian society responsible for the actions of the Armenian State in some news items: “Farewell ceremony was held for Azerbaijani soldiers martyred by Armenians”, “Armenians bombed villages”. In short, while framing the language of the news stories “we” always refers to Azerbaijan whereas “they” refers to Armenia/Armenians.

In news items published by Hürriyet and Sabah on April 4, which are reporting the statements of Erdoğan, another striking detail is the alleged connection with ASALA. In the speech he delivered in an event in the United States of America, Erdoğan was mentioning a dialogue he had with above-mentioned Azerbaijani journalist Garine Ataşova. Erdoğan was reciting with admiration how Ataşova’s eyes had been filled with tears for Azerbaijani soldiers died in the conflict. In his speech at Atatürk Airport on his return from a USA trip, Erdoğan uttered “We see there how representatives of PKK terror organization, YPG, ASALA and Parallel State Structure stand side by side.” These statements, he made in two different occasions, were compiled and published side by side and even under the same title by Hürriyet and Sabah newspapers. Reporting about Karabakh conflict with a reference to ASALA contributes to the reproduction of prejudice on the readers against Armenians and reinforces the image of “enemy”.

During the surveyed period and newspapers, it is observed that only one columnist touched upon the conflict in Karabakh. Necati Doğru shortly traced the history of the conflict dating back to 1922 in his opinion column published by Sözcü on April 6. Doğru showed his relatives and friends in Caucasus as the source of the information for his article where he mentions “Armenian occupation in Azerbaijani territories” and “sneaky strategies of Russians”. The author repeated the discourse—employed in most news stories as mentioned above— which describes two sides of the conflict as Azerbaijani State and Armenians and he holds all Armenians responsible for the policies he criticizes. At the end of the column, although Doğru expressed his wish for peace between Turkey’s neighbors, considering the overall tone of the column, this wish seems to be limited to a unilateral resolution offer based on the victory of Azerbaijan in Karabakh.

---

63 ASALA (Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of Armenia) was an armed organization which carried out a number of attacks during the 1970s and 1980s with the aim of bringing international attention to the recognition of the Armenian Genocide.
64 Mesut Altun, “PKK, Paralel Yapı ve ASALA yan yanaydı”, Sabah, April 4, 2016, p. 20,
65 Necatı Doğru, Bana az izin!, Sözcü, April 6, 2016, p. 2.
Finally, among newspapers studied within the scope of this report, the most striking and maybe even the sole example showing the devastating results of war and militarism was the news story published by Hürriyet on April 6 titled “1.700.000.000.000 dollars invested in arms”.

The news story which covers Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI)’s report on global military expenditure, was right next to the news story about Karabakh conflict. As part of the news story which reports the increase in military spending in the last four years, the newspaper highlights the data about two conflicting countries with a sub-title “The military expenditure of Azerbaijan and Armenia increased”. With reference to the SIPRI report, the story also emphasizes that with only 10% of the money world countries invest in armament, United Nations can realize the goal of ending poverty and hunger by 2030.

66 1.700.000.000.000 dolar silaha yatırıldı, Hürriyet, April 6 2016, p. 30.
CONCLUSION

We tried to examine how the conflict between Azerbaijan and Armenia that had started towards morning on April 2, 2016 along Karabakh border was covered in the media in Azerbaijan, Armenia and Turkey in this report, which was issued with the collaboration of Hrant Dink Foundation and Imagine Center for Conflict Transformation.

In this study, we mainly aimed to examine the media of three countries comparatively to find out how discriminatory discourse was produced in the news items covering the conflict and to what extent media contributed to the language of peace.

Many items reproducing war discourse were found in various media outlets that were selected in consideration of different criteria of representation in the three countries. Similarity and even sameness of the expressions used for the ‘other’ in different countries’ media revealed the ‘universality’ of discrimination and marginalization once again.

Although universal ethical codes aim to minimize discriminatory discourse, news items that only provide information and 5Ws and 1H of the event are not sufficient. It goes without saying that the media, as one of the most significant sources to obtain information, has great a power to influence society’s perception and behaviors with all of its traditional and digital means. It should not be ignored that media also has influence and responsibility to pave the way for constituting peace insofar as it has the power to escalate conflicts and intensify the hatred between societies by regenerating discrimination and war discourse.

With this report, we hope to support peace journalism in the media of all three countries and to remind the fact that media outlets and employees have a great responsibility and a great power on the road to peace.

We urge journalists to contribute to the peace that we hope to be built at the end of this process of conflict between Azerbaijan and Armenia, which has been going on for many years and also constituting a significant barrier to Turkey’s relations with Armenia.